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1. RESEARCH APPROACH
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

To raise the visibility of IT Disaster Recovery (IT DR) and Business Continuity Management
(BCM) in the minds of senior management
To understand ITDR and BCM corporate preparedness in the Middle East, and also
maturity levels
To enable corporates to use survey results to focus on improvement areas, in order to
enhance commitment to and implementation of effective BCM/IT DR

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The survey was conducted online with a structured questionnaire that would require no
more than 10-12 minutes to complete. Senior and middle-level managers involved in BCM/
ITDR and related areas were asked to respond to the questionnaire.

2. PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
ROLE IN ORGANISATION’S BCM INITIATIVE
•
•
•
•

35% of the respondents were either decision makers or part of senior management.
25% of the respondents were part of the BCM response team.
18% of the respondents were department representatives/members of BCM
implementation team/staff who have a role to play in BCM / incident response process.
22% were indirectly involved in the BCM process or initiatives.

INDUSTRY VERTICALS
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Services (33%)
IT/ Telecom (24%)
Oil and Gas (9%)
Government (6%)
Others (28%) – Comprising 1-2 customers each from Media, Aviation, Hospitality,
Construction, Real Estate, Retail, Trading & Distribution, Manufacturing etc.

The broad spread of industries is indicative of good corporate governance and strong
fundamentals. This goes beyond implementing BCM or IT DR just to comply with regulations
(as in Banking and Financial Services), more than a mere tick-in-the-box to comply with
customers demands (as often is the case in the service industry).
COMPOSITION BY COUNTRY
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•

UAE 53% (Dubai 34%, Abu Dhabi 12%, Sharjah 4%)

•

Saudi Arabia 11%

•

Qatar 11%

•

Oman 8%

•

Kuwait 5%

•

Bahrain 7%

•

Egypt 3%

•

Jordan 1%

•

Others 1%
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3 FINDINGS
FREQUENCY AND IMPACT OF BUSINESS DISRUPTIONS
•

66.3% of respondents reported at least one significant business disruption in the last
year and 11% reported more than 4 significant business disruptions in the year. The
average number of disruptions experienced was 2.7 per respondent.

•

This shows that the number of disruptions faced is quite high. Apart from the Arab
Spring and the long drawn-out Syrian catastrophe, the Middle East region continues
to witness varied threats, such as cyber-attacks (e.g. the Shamoon virus, which as per
market reports deeply affected companies in Saudi Arabia and Qatar), the Middle East
respiratory syndrome (coronavirus - for which there is still no vaccine and which has
an extremely high fatality rate of more than 51 percent), geographical disasters (such
as the earthquake which occurred a few months ago) etc.
This might be the reason why the UAE has released its own Business Continuity
Management (BCM) Standard in both English and Arabic – the AE/HSC/7000, developed
by the UAE National Crisis and Emergency Management Authority (NCEMA) to serve as
a guidance standard to help all entities in the field of business continuity management.
In the foreword, Sheikh Hazza Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, National Security Adviser of the
UAE calls on all entities to develop well-rounded and pre-coordinated plans, so as to
be able to continue performing their role and duties towards the community, when a
disaster occurs.

•

32% of those who reported outages indicated an outage of 1 day or more while 10% faced
outages of 7 days or more. The average outage was 30 hours (almost four working days,
assuming an eight hour workday). It is to be noted that while a sustained disruption over
a continuous number of days will almost certainly seriously damage the credibility and
business model of the affected organisation, even a short disruption can in an extreme
case put an organisation out of business – and at the very minimum would probably
lead to financial loss, compensation claims and penalties, direct and indirect business
loss/market share and also loss of reputation.
30% of the respondents who have indicated the financial impact of disruptions as per
their Business Impact Analysis (BIA), estimate that the impact of a 2-day disruption is
expected to be USD 3 million and above, while 18% have stated the impact as being in the
range of USD 4 to 5 million.

•

The top 3 causes of disruptions were applications failure and network infrastructure failure
(46%), power outage (42%) and human error (25%). Other significant causes of disruptions
for organisations based in the Middle East were natural disasters (16%), hacker attacks/virus/
worms/cyber-attacks (7%), civil unrest and political uncertainty (6%) and critical supply chain
outages (4%). While the above may be the most common causes of business disruptions faced
by Middle East based organisations so far, outages can also be caused by other factors. For
example, due to the Japan Tsunami and the Thailand Floods occurring within a short time
of each other, many Japanese organisations were unable to supply their products and spare
parts to Middle East based consumers, leading to long wait times and shift of demand to
3
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other competitive brands which were at that time more easily available. Damages caused to
telecom cables by rats, digging or by ship propellers have caused telecom outages. Office
outages have occurred due to flooding caused by pipe bursts, fire that originated in another
office in the same building, sustained cut in utilities such as power or water, malfunction of the
access system and many others. This demonstrates that outages could happen on a regular
basis for many different reasons, many of them being reasons we may not have thought of.
The only viable solution to effectively manage all varied disruption possibilities is to have
comprehensive Business Continuity Plans in place, which would be effective in managing any
business disruption, irrespective of the cause.
Top benefits of BCM implementation are seen to be:
» Minimized customer disruptions
» Minimal or no negative impact to facilities/assets
» Increased reputation / trust by customers and the community
» Increased employee morale
» Cost savings to the organisation
» Meeting or exceeding pre-agreed recovery timelines (RTO/MAO)
» Avoiding potential legal action and claims/refunds
Organisations that are planning to start their BCM journey can consider the above to be some
of the key drivers for implementing BCM. Within the UAE, a key driver for implementation of
BCM is compliance to the UAE BCM Standard, the AE/HSC/7000. Another key driver continues
to be compliance to the ISO22301, the world’s first global standard in Business Continuity
Management.
BCM BUDGET AND RESOURCES
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•

Professionally managed organisations are well aware that effective implementation of any
initiative will require a reasonable budget. This is also true for BCM programmes. Most of the
organisations participating in this survey had a separate budget allocated for BCM – which
is a testament to the increasing acknowledgement of the need not only for a tick-in-the-box
BCM, but for an effective BCM.

•

As per the survey data, 45% of those who responded, invest anywhere between USD 100,000 to
USD 500,000 to implement and sustain their BCM programme. 59% of those who responded
reported a BCM budget greater than USD 100,000, 32% indicated a BCM budget of more than
USD 250,000 and 11% had a BCM Budget of more than USD 1 Million (this 11% comprised
industries such as Banking, Oil & Gas, eCommerce, Telecom and Government).

•

In terms of BCM spend, the majority of funds are required for IT Disaster Recovery (IT DR)
Infrastructure such as IT, alternate site / seats / software and licenses, etc. Organisations
which already possess appropriate backup IT Disaster Recovery infrastructure and alternate
buildings from which they can operate, would not probably need to invest too much more to
enable comprehensive BCM resilience across the organisation. Even those who do not have
backup IT or alternate seats in place can acquire that resilience capability through highly
specialized and competent service providers, at a fraction of the cost of doing it in-house.
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This also offers the opportunity, should organisations choose to have this backup option in a
different country in the region or outside, thereby diversifying the country risk.
•

Indicated below are the top elements that comprise the BCM Budget. The percentages in
brackets indicate the percentage of respondents who had budgeted for that activity:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

IT DR infrastructure/seats/ software and licenses (47%)
Crisis communications notification systems (23%)
BCM automated tools and software (22%)
Conducting exercises/training/awareness/embedding of BCM and IT DR concepts
across the organisation (37%)
Full time BCM staff, specialized and experienced in BCM (34%)
Consultants / contractors with prior BCM implementation experience and track
record (32%)
Maintenance of command center/emergency operation centers (29%)

•

The survey results indicate that organisations are now clear about the importance of effective
IT DR in the event of disruptions – which is a good sign. This is quite logical, as IT is a strategic
business enabler, and most organisations would be totally incapacitated if their IT was down
for a significant period of time. 73% of the respondents had IT Disaster Recovery in place, while
22% are considering implementing. Among those who have IT DR in place, 89% had an IT DR
solution in place – which seems to indicate that an IT DR Solution is seen to be an essential
component of any effective and reliable IT DR implementation.

•

Almost 52% of the respondents either already use automated tools for notification and crisis
communications, or are planning to do so, with budgets already allocated for this. In fact, a
number of organisations now use automated notification tools not only during disasters and
business continuity situations, but also for regular all-employee communications on a businessas-usual basis. This is perhaps because it is now clear to organisations in the Middle East that
automated tools provide huge benefits over the traditional, manual notification processes, such
as reliability, consistency, control and reporting. In addition, automated notification tools are
typically able to almost instantly commence transmission and ensure a highly improved end to
end speed of transmission timeline, with minimal garbling of the message. These messages
can be sent out through multiple communication channels such as text/SMS, e-mail, voice
dialing/recorded messages etc. Transmission is typically 24*7, 365 days a year, at any time of
the day or night, as per the desired configuration by the organisation. These tools also typically
have a facility for a pre-programmed number of automatic retries for failed communications,
and also enable quick generation of reports for purposes of rapid tracking, monitoring and
auditing of exercise effectiveness. There are now a number of notification tools available in the
Middle East.

•

Similarly, 51% of the respondents either already use automated tools to manage and maintain
their BCMS, or are planning to evaluate specific BCM tools, with the intention to implement them.
The advantage that a BCM Tool offers over and above a manual process is that it allows timely
reminders to be set, automatically escalates preparedness gaps and open issues/ risks/threats,
avoids inconsistencies and duplication, and reduces effort by allowing for changes to be updated
5
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across multiple documents in a consistent and speedy manner, and facilitates ownership of the
BCMS by individual department users, rather than allowing them to delegate to the central BCM
Team the ongoing maintenance and improvement of their department BCMS.
•

As BCM is a relatively new domain in the Middle East, respondents indicated that in order
to ensure effective implementation of their BCM programme, they would outsource certain
activities to specialist external service providers, who have performed these aspects before,
and have a prior track record of satisfactory delivery. The percentages in brackets indicate the
percentage of respondents that plan to outsource that activity to specialist external service
providers. These areas are:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Enhancement of IT DR Plans (30%)
BCM training and senior management awareness (31%)
Gap assessments towards ISO22301 readiness (29%)
Training/exercises in crisis management (27%)
Enhancement of BIA (22%)
Enhancement of RA (21%)
Enhancement of BCP (19%)

•

For those organisations which do not have their own IT Disaster Recovery infrastructure,
there are now multiple options on offer by Middle East based service providers. These service
providers offer secondary Disaster Recovery sites through world-class data centres, state-ofthe-art infrastructure and high-quality managed operations. These service providers typically
provide assurance regarding their competence by compliance to world class standards such
as ISO 9001, ISO 18001, ISO 20000, ISO 270001 and ISO22301/BS 25999 for BCM. So “lease”
is a good and cost effective option to consider, for those who do not want to “build” their own
secondary IT infrastructure.

•

Similarly, many such specialized service providers also offer options to sign up for Work Area
Recovery (WAR) - backup seats to be used when the organisation faces a business disruption.
These seats could be offered on either a dedicated / shared basis. For those organisations
which prefer dedicated seats, the cost may be much higher than shared seats. Third party
service providers can offer the advantage of economies of scale, because organisations can
simply sign up for the number of seats that they need, rather than having to build a full-blown
infrastructure. The Middle East also has a number of service providers who offer world-class
infrastructure and high-quality managed operations, almost on a plug-and-play basis.

CERTIFICATION AND STAFF TRAINING
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•

In terms of competency building and career paths, it is clear that organisations which are
serious about their BCM readiness see BCM professional training as one of the ways to
enhance the knowledge of their BCM-focused staff, to empower them to do a competent job,
and keep pushing continuous improvement in BCM.

•

There has been an increase in formal BCM training over the previous year. Of those who
had trained their staff in BCM /IT DR /Crisis Management, 18% had trained over half their
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employees, thereby embedding these concepts across the organisation . One third of the
respondents confirmed that at least 10% of the employees involved with the BCM Programme
have received formal BCM training or certification.
•

42% of respondents have their organisations allocate budgets for BCM every year for training,
maintenance and improvement. Already, some organisations in the Middle East have put in
place a structured training programme to run a series of 5-10 workshops to enhance the BCM,
Crisis Management, Emergency Response and Crisis Communications skills of their entire
extended BCM team (more than 700-800 staff). Other Middle-East based organisations, who
do not want to compromise on their BCM preparedness (typically those who intend to put in
place world class BCM), have already put in place programmes to train 100% of their staff on
BCM (2000+ employees). It is interesting to note that majority of the companies with trained
BCM professionals faced either minimal impact to facilities or assets or met or exceeded
Recovery Time Objectives when faced with disruptions. Conversely, it should be noted
that the organisations who have not allocated a budget for training of their BCM staff
may not be able to consistently achieve the BCM preparedness levels that they may
actually desire, leading perhaps to financial losses, customer discontent, and loss of
reputation/market share.

•

Amongst the BCM Certifications, the most valued and respected were those from the
BCI – such as the MBCI/CBCI/AMBCI (60%). Given the fact that IT is a critical element
of any organisation’s Business Continuity Management System, 33% respondents have
also obtained certification in IT Disaster Recovery, especially IT professionals and also
users who need to set IT DR expectations for the organisation to deliver to. Respondents
also expressed a desire to get certified in Crisis Management (27%), driven by the fact
that Crisis Management typically kicks in before the activation of Business Continuity.
43% indicated an intention to get certified in BCM Audit.

•

26% of the respondents indicated that the BCM team reports directly to the CEO’s Office, 23%
said it is part of the IT team, 22% indicated that the BCM team is part of the operational / risk
management team and in other cases it was part of Quality / Information Security / Finance
teams. There is in fact no best practice on which unit the BCM team must be a part of. What
matters is having a senior management representative who is directly accountable for the
success of the BCM initiative within the organisation. It is critical that the BCM team must
have a holistic perspective and the ability to appreciate all relevant elements of resilience
across the entire organisation, covering not just IT but facilities and infrastructure, people,
processes, service providers, supply chain and utilities.

•

26% of the respondents confirmed that their organisations do not have a dedicated BCM team,
since the BCM Heads in such organisations would be driving BCM in addition to their other
responsibilities. This dilutes focus, and so most such organisations may have to reconcile
themselves with a long- winded, start- stop-start implementation. As opposed to this, most
organisations that want to implement an effective BCM prefer to nominate a dedicated BCM
team and train the members, so that they utilize BCM best practices to put in place very quickly
an effective BCM that truly works
7
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BCM PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS AND MATURITY
•

More than 91% have either already put in place BCM polices or plans (64%) or are
considering issuance (27%). These organisations realise that issuance of a BCM policy
is a critical first step that makes it clear to the entire organisation that management
expects them to fully support and practice the BCM initiative, as relevant to their roles
and responsibilities. A BCM policy typically includes a high level explanation of the BCM
process as applicable to the organisation, and like all policies, compliance of all staff
is not optional but mandatory.

•

11% of respondents have rated their BCM readiness as being excellent and 25% as very good.
It is a sign of maturity that these organisations realize that BCM robustness is a journey of
continuous improvement, and that there is always an opportunity to improve further. This
is exactly where standards such as the ISO 22301 help, because in order to comply with
the standard, the organisation automatically has to implement a programme of continuous
improvement for its BCMS.

•

56% of the respondents rate their organisation’s IT DR readiness as average or below
average, 64% of the respondents rate their BCM readiness as average or below average
and 66% of the organisations rate their Crisis Management readiness as average or
below average.
Interestingly, IT DR Readiness levels are higher than BCM – indicating that organisations in
the past have typically ensured IT robustness before putting in place BCM robustness (i.e.
resilience of facilities, people, infrastructure, supply chain, assets etc.). This is not necessarily
the right order in which to implement resilience. IT resilience in fact requires more planning
and investment, whereas it is much easier and faster to implement BCM resilience – especially
low-hanging fruits. It should however be realised that overall BCM resilience cannot be
achieved without high level of IT resilience – and so both BCM and IT DR are critical for any
organisation to implement.

•

The survey data seemed to show that organisations where management actively
supported the BCM initiative were able to demonstrate a more effective BCMS.
Some ways in which top management has supported the BCM initiative in these
organisations are:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
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Allocating budget every year for BCM training, maintenance and improvement
Ensuring that the BCM initiative is staffed with competent individuals
CEO participation in BCM/Crisis Management exercises
Tracking gap closures and pushing for continuous improvement of the BCMS
CEO presence at management review of BCM at least once in six months (or more
frequently)
BCM policy communicated to all staff via CEO Email
BCM policy displayed prominently across the office/at select high-traffic locations
Regular reference to BCM in CEO speeches and presentations
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•

An overall trend is seen of the need to ensure vendor and supplier resilience. This is
a very welcome trend, because since service providers typically deal with multiple
customers, their enhanced overall BCM readiness levels and knowledge about BCM
will almost certainly result in making their customers more resilient, which will benefit
the Middle East region at large. Some examples of engaging with vendors include:
»
»
»
»
»

•

Sharing of BCM expectations with company vendors
Auditing/review of the vendor’s BCM plan
Shared organisation's business continuity plan and BCM policy with vendors
Involvement of vendors in company BCM and crisis testing & exercising
BCM training and awareness for company vendors

Establishment of BCM Audit procedures is a reflection of the maturity of organisations in
the Middle East, because having implemented BCMS, these organisations are investing
in BCMS maintenance and improvement processes – of which BCMS Audit is a critical
element. A good BCMS Audit would evaluate the organisation’s compliance to the
policies and procedures laid down by management, and identify non-compliances, if
any. Some organisations also ask their audit teams to play a proactive role of identifying
opportunities for improvement within BCMS. An effective BCM Audit would therefore
serve to make the organisation’s BCMS more robust.
25% of the respondents use their in-house BCM trained Auditors to audit their BCM
Programme, another 24% outsource their BCMS Audit to specialist external auditors,
while the rest use staff from Quality, Information Security, Corporate Audit etc for the
purpose of their BCMS Audit. This sounds like an improvement opportunity where
organisations still need to mature. In an ideal scenario, large organisations with high
staff strength would have their BCM Audit conducted by their own staff, ideally a crossfunctional team comprising their core BCM Team, internal auditors, BCM department
coordinators and other subject matter experts. This approach has multiple benefits of
improving the BCM understanding of their staff, and also creating a pipeline of BCM
competent individuals, keeping in mind succession planning and career paths.
One reason why this approach is currently not being followed is perhaps lack of
competency in BCM Auditing – organisations who wish to follow this approach may
choose to undergo training in BCM Audit workshop, so that those who will be involved
in the BCMS Audit can in advance have a good understanding of how to perform an
effective BCM Audit.
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4. GRAPH AND ANALYSIS
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5. ABOUT eHOSTING DATAFORT
eHosting DataFort (eHDF) is a leading provider of Managed Hosting and Cloud Infrastructure
Services. We own and operate multiple Tier 3 Data Centers in the UAE that form the backbone
of our IT infrastructure. With a unique customer-centric approach that stresses on customized
solution architecture, world-class technical expertise and adherence to international standards
and best practices, eHDF has successfully attracted and retained leading global organizations
that trust and rely on our competencies and service delivery capabilities.
Our Services portfolio includes:
» Managed Hosting
» Cloud Infrastructure Services
- Private cloud
- Public cloud
» Co-location (Racks and cages)
» Managed Co-location
» Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity
- Disaster Recovery Sites
- Data Replication Solutions
- Business Continuity Seats
» Remote Monitoring and Management
» Office 365 cloud services
» BIZPACK
Our customers include leading organizations such as Dubai Multi Commodities Centre, Madar
Holding, Atlantis, Emcor Facilities Services, Ministry of Public Works, Jumeirah Group, Dubai
Financial Market, Dunia Finance, Panasonic, Societe Generale Bank, Dubai Airport Free Zone,
Dubai World Trade Centre, Khaleej Times and many more.
eHosting DataFort offers 24/7 managed operations and a service desk to provide round the clock
support to customers across the globe using our world-class data centres and state-of-the-art
infrastructure. We also provide high-end service level agreements (SLAs) with guaranteed uptime
and availability. In addition to holding accreditations in assurance and best practices, we are
amongst the few service providers in the world to have obtained the prestigious ISO9001, ISO20000,
ISO27001, BS25999 and ITIL certifications.
We also have a wide network of strategic technology partners comprising industry majors such as
VMware, Citrix, Cisco, HP, IBM, Dell, Microsoft, Oracle, EMC, BMC, Trend Micro, Vision Solutions,
Rapid7, Commvault, Q1 Labs, DataCore and Juniper.
eHosting DataFort is also the proud recipient of distinguished industry awards including ‘Best
Managed Service Provider of the Year’ for the last 6 years.
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6. ABOUT CONTINUITY AND RESILIENCE
Incorporated in the UAE, Continuity and Resilience (CORE) is a 100% UAE owned organization that
operates across a range of professional specializations including:
»
»
»
»
»

Risk Management
Business Continuity
Green IT
IT Service Management
Quality

»
»
»
»

Crisis Management and Crisis Communications
Disaster Recovery
Information Security
Project Management

CORE also assists organizations to implement and conform to corporate standards in these
domains, such as the ISO 27001, ISO 22301, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 etc. CORE itself is 22301 certified
for its back end operations, making it perhaps the only BCM Service Provider in the region to be
who can claim to practice what it preaches.
CORE is an authorized training partner of the UK-based Business Continuity Institute (www.thebci.
org), and also of the BCS (Chartered Institute of It – www.bcs.org). The mission of CORE is to promote
and empower professionals and organizations with the appropriate skills and knowledge to help
strengthen their management systems and enhance operational excellence in their business
processes. This is done through:
»
»
»
»
»

Assessment
Training
Consulting (Implementation/Advisory/Testing)
Audit and Assurance
Professional Certification

Other than the services above, CORE also helps promote visibility and knowledge enhancement
in the domains in which it operates, by:
»
»
»
»

Organizing seminars and networking sessions for professionals
Contributing to Conferences as Speakers and Knowledge Partners
Publishing articles, technical and research papers
Organizing free-of-cost in-house networking sessions for corporate, on request

CORE consultants and trainers have conducted a number of assignments for organizations based in
India, the USA, Canada, UK, Europe, Africa and the Middle East, including some in Mauritius, Dubai,
Abu-Dhabi, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Oman and Iran. CORE has vast experience and expertise in
consulting and training for a wide range of industry sectors like Banking, Insurance, Brokerage and
Capital Markets, Telecom, Manufacturing, Airlines, Trading, Oil and Gas, Government Departments
and FMCG, etc. Given the collective experience of over 100+ man-years of CORE’s consultants,
CORE has the ability and confidence to be able to rapidly and effectively deploy global best practices
and frameworks for its clients, in the context of their own industries and cultures.
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7. ABOUT THE BUSINESS CONTINUITY INSTITUTE
Established in 1994, the Business Continuity Institute (BCI) has circa 8,000 members in more than
100 countries and operating in an estimated 3,000 organizations across the private, public and
third sectors. This makes the BCI truly the world’s leading membership and certifying organization
for business continuity (BC) professionals worldwide.
The BCI offers a wide range of resources for business professionals concerned with raising levels
of resilience within their organization or considering a career in business continuity. The BCI
Partnership, through corporate membership, offers organizations the opportunity to work with the
BCI to promote best practice in business continuity and to raise their corporate profile in the global
BC arena. The BCI Corporate Partnership currently has approximately 120 Partners worldwide.
The BCI seeks to promote and facilitate the adoption of good business continuity practice
worldwide by:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Raising standards in business continuity
Undertaking industry research
Driving thought leadership in business continuity
Facilitating the sharing of best practice in business continuity
Training and certifying BC professionals
Raising the value of the BC profession
Developing the business case for business continuity

Contact Details:
The Business Continuity Institute
10 Southview Park
Marsack Street
Caversham
RG4 5AF
United Kingdom
Tel:
Email:
Web:
Twitter:
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+44 118 947 8215
bci@thebci.org
www.thebci.org
@TheBCEye
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8. ABOUT DNV GL
The merger between DNV and GL was approved by competition authorities in September 2013, and
DNV GL has been operational from September 12, 2013. The merger rests on a strong strategic
rational, and responds to challenges of increased globalisation, rapid technological change and the
need for sustainable development. Our customers will benefit from an increased service offering
and global competence base as well as one of the densest networks.
DNV GL is:
• One of the leading certification bodies in the world.
• The world’s largest ship and offshore classification society and a recognised advisor
for the maritime industry.
• A world-leading independent provider of risk management, technical advisory and
technical assurance services to the upstream oil & gas industry.
• A world-leading provider of testing, certification and advisory services to companies in
the electrical power value chain.
• A world-leading provider of software for managing risk and improving asset performance
in the energy, process and maritime industry.
• DNV GL comprises about 16,000 employees across 300 sites in more than 100 countries,
and has revenues of EUR 2,500 million per year.

About Business Assurance
With more than 70,000 certificates issued worldwide, our name evokes a strong commitment to
safety, quality, and concern for the environment. For years, we have been the preferred certification
partner for many Fortune 500 companies, as well as for medium and smaller businesses.
With our extensive local presence, consolidated global experience across industries and
acknowledged technical competence, we are an ideal partner for companies in all sectors. We
partner with our customers to help them create value while meeting the world’s economic, social
and environmental needs.
Through our certification, verification, assessment and training services, we assure the
performance of our customers’ organisations, products, people, facilities, and supply chains.
Working with companies in most industries, and some of the world’s leading brands, in practice,
we are virtually everywhere.
Our main assurance services are:
• Management system certification – Having issued over 70,000 certificates.
• Supply Chain Management – Addressing risk in every link from raw material to final
product.
• Product assurance – Ensuring access to global markets and more sustainable products.
• Verification – Ensuring compliance to rules and regulations.
• Certification of persons – Creating trust in individual competences.
• Training – For quality, safety, environment and corporate responsibility issues.
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We take the quality and integrity of our employees and services we deliver to our customers very
seriously. Our company purpose is to safeguard life, property and the environment. Thus, we
partner with our customers for their challenges today, while taking a broader view of tomorrow.
Our strategy is to incorporate “Sustainability in everything we do”. Made real through the services
we deliver today and work to deliver tomorrow, we contribute to DNV GL’s vision of a safe and
sustainable future. Every day, we work with customers around the world to build sustainable
business performance and stakeholder trust, guided by our promise to be focused on your future.

Contact Details:
DNV GL. Business Assurance
BusinessAssurance.ME@dnv.com
Phone: +971 4 3526626
Fax:
+971 4 3559433
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Continuity and Resilience
Tel: +971 50 8460530
Email: info@continuityandresilience.com
www.continuityandresilience.com

The Business Continuity Institute
Tel: +44 118 947 8215
Email: bci@thebci.org
Web: www.thebci.org

DNV GL. Business Assurance
Tel: +971 4 3526626
Email: BusinessAssurance.ME@dnv.com
www.dnvgl.com

eHosting DataFort
Tel: +971 4 391 3040
Email: info@ehdf.com
www.ehdf.com

